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 Kari Evans

Let’s 
Talk 
Hair 

Kari has been a pioneer in the Beauty industry for over 15 years. She is a Certified Trichologist,
Naturopathic Wellness Coach, Author, Speaker, Educator, Business Mentor. She is the Owner of
Studio Glamour Hair Salon & Restoration Center LLC, Let’s Talk Hair Association LLC, and A & D Bail 
Bonding. She loves God & her family she’s the mother of 2 lovely children 1 boy and 1 girl. She loves 
educating women who enters the salon on the importance of self-care and being healthy while being 
beautiful. She is passionate about fulfilling her purpose &amp; believes in leading by example with love 
and compassion. Her purpose is to educate, motivate, and inspire others to walk in their greatness mind,
body, and soul. She encourages others to boldly walk in the role of true leadership, transform their
mindset by canceling those limited beliefs that hinders their growth, break those chains of poverty using
Kingdom principles, strategies, & practical money management techniques. Her mission is to help
purposed driven women break the cycles of mental and financial bondage in their lives, leaving a legacy
filled with generational, educational, spiritual, and financial wealth for generation beyond generations.
You may connect with me

Shots By Brian LLC 
Instagram: @shotsbybrianllc

Facebook: Shots By Brian

“A mentor is 
someone who allows you 
to see the hope inside 
yourself.”
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WYB LIFESTYLE ASKS

WYB Lifestyle: What Inspired you to 
start your own business?
Kari Evans: After 8 years of managing a 
business for another small business owner I 
realized I could manage tasks of a business 
very well. At the beginning of the 8-year mark 
I started having feelings of unfulfillment. I 
didn’t like feeling like I was stuck in an 
institution I needed time &financial freedom. 
I left that job and within 9 months I started my 
first successful business.

WYB Lifestyle: Is owning a business 
tough?
Kari Evans: Owning a business can be very 
tough because of the many responsibilities 
of managing a business. Discipline is a must, 
adding structure, systems, &amp; strategies 
to your business can and will lighten the load. 
Being patient and kind to yourself through all 
stages of growth will make being in business 
all worth it.

WYB Lifestyle: What’s the best thing 
about your business ?
The best thing about my businesses are they are 
created with purpose, integrity, and love. Each
client gets my undivided attention, everyone is 
shown compassion and respect. Showing love &
a smile can and will brighten the darkest of 
anyone’s day.

WYB Lifestyle:What is your definition of 
a leader?
Kari Evans: A leader is one who knows the 
power of their influence and decides to lead 
with integrity. A leader is one who exemplifies 
kindness, patience, generosity, self-control. 
They aren’t afraid to keep learning because they 
understand that knowledge is great but powerful 
when implemented. A leader has character, so 
they understand that they are not above anyone 
but equal to everyone.

WYB Lifestyle: Did you have support during 
your entrepreneurial journey?
Kari Evans: During my entrepreneurial journey 
I didn’t have the support I desired because those 
that I shared my dreams with never understood my 
vision. Although, my immediate family were my
biggest supporters my pen and paper was my #1 
supporter it helped me gain clarity and then
helped make my vision a reality. I have faith in 
God and my vision, so I understand where my
real support comes from. 

WYB Lifestyle: What advice would you give 
upcoming entrepreneurs?
Kari Evans: My advice would be to build a 
business on your purpose, on purpose. When you 
build a business on purpose you will never work 
another day in your life, find the reason you were
created, and you will become successful. Always 
be willing to learn, never be afraid to ask for help, 
always be willing to invest in yourself and 
business. God has given each of us the ability to
create wealth have faith in your vision!

Business Mentor / Educator / Speaker / Author
Facebook: I Am Kari Evans | Instagram: @iamkarievans |Website: www.iamkarievans

While some people believe that entrepreneurs are 
born rather than made, anyone can learn some of the 
characteristics that define entrepreneurs. There is 
no single definition of an entrepreneur, but the term 
typically refers to someone who, among 
other things, spearheads a venture, makes decisions 
on how to proceed, secures the capital required to 
make the venture a reality, and bears the majority or 
all of the associated risk.

Entrepreneurs:born or 
made?
Whether you work for a large corporation with 
hundreds of employees or are the founder of a small 
startup with only a few employees, you can benefit 
from thinking like an entrepreneur.


